Punjabi Years 3-4 Course Overview – Year B 2022

Term 1

Further information can be found in the Module and Lesson Plans for this language.
Term 2
Term 3

Term 4

Module 1:
ON WITH THE SHOW

Module 2:
MY UNIQUE COSTUME

Module 3:
FLY LIKE AN EAGLE

Module 4:
GRANDMA’S STORY

KEY QUESTIONS:
How do we express out talents?

KEY QUESTIONS:
Does how we dress matter for
different occasions?

KEY QUESTIONS:
Does the environment affect the
habitat? What’s your spirit animal?

KEY QUESTION:
Why are grandma’s stories so
popular?

KEY CONCEPTS:
Expression, imagination, celebration

KEY CONCEPTS:
Life, adventure, habitat

KEY CONCEPTS:
Bilingualism, culture, history

KEY PROCESSES:
Describing, drawing, planning,
presenting

KEY PROCESSES:
Comparing, describing, sharing

KEY PROCESSES:
Translating, classifying, listening,
sharing

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS
SOCIALISING
Respond to questions, directions
and requests and use simple
questions and statements to ask for
help or permission, attract attention
and check understanding

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS
SOCIALISING

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS
SOCIALISING
Participate in shared learning
activities and transactions, such as
science experiments, cooking or
craft activities, creating displays or
swapping items

KEY CONCEPTS:
Interests, wellbeing, emotion
KEY PROCESSES: Expressing,
describing, classifying

CONTENT DESCRIPTIONS
SOCIALISING
Engage in simple interactions such
as asking and answering questions
or issuing and responding to
invitations, and exchange
information about their interests,
activities, and personal worlds
INFORMING
Locate and organise information in
different types of spoken, written
and visual texts relating to personal,
social, and natural worlds

INFORMING
Present simple information about
home, school and community, using
visual support such as photos, maps
or charts

Engage in simple interactions
such as asking and answering
questions or issuing and
responding to invitations, and
exchange information about
their interests, activities and
personal worlds
INFORMING
Locate and organise information in
different types of spoken, written

INFORMING
Locate and organise information in
different types of spoken, written
and visual texts relating to personal,
social and natural worlds

CREATING
Create simple imaginative texts,
such as dialogues, storyboards,
puppet shows or songs that
encourage exploration and
enjoyment of language

CREATING
Create simple imaginative texts,
such as dialogues, storyboards,
puppet shows or songs that
encourage exploration and
enjoyment of language

TRANSLATING
Translate simple texts such as
rhymes, captions, story books or
familiar social interactions, noticing
words and expressions that are
difficult to translate

SYSTEMS OF LANGUAGE
Recognise and apply elements of
grammar, such as noun and
adjectival forms, conjunctions,
gender and number markers, verb
tenses and compound forms, and
constructions related to compulsion

ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Recognise the relationship between
language and culture, for example,
by identifying expressions, gestures
or forms of address associated with
different cultural practices

ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Recognise the relationship between
language and culture, for example,
by identifying expressions, gestures
or forms of address associated with
different cultural practices

and visual texts relating to personal,
social and natural worlds
CREATING
Engage with creative and
imaginative texts such as stories,
rhymes, dance and action songs,
identifying favourite elements and
acting out key events or interactions
TRANSLATING
Create simple bilingual texts, such
as signs, notices or captions for
displays in the classroom and wider
school community
ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Recognise the relationship between
language and culture, for example,
by identifying expressions, gestures
or forms of address associated with
different cultural practices

TRANSLATING
Create simple bilingual texts, such
as signs, notices, or captions for
displays in the classroom and wider
school community
SYSTEMS OF LANGUAGE
Recognise and apply elements of
grammar, such as noun and
adjectival forms, conjunctions,
gender and number markers, verb
tenses and compound forms, and
constructions related to compulsion
ROLE OF LANGUAGE AND CULTURE
Recognise the relationship between
language and culture, for example,
by identifying expressions, gestures
or forms of address associated with
different cultural practices

Across the year
Reading program: age-appropriate readers that support the language learning connected to each of the modules

Punjabi Years 3-4 Achievement Standard

By the end of Year 4, students interact with the teacher and peers to share information about their interests, activities and personal worlds, for example,
siq sLRI akfl, mYnUM afpxy dosqfN nfl Kyzxf cMgf lgdf hY, mYnUM ikRkt Kyzxf cMgf lgdf hY ikAuNik …, Gr df kMm krn qoN bfad, mYN tI.vI dyKdf hfN, nhf ky mYN pfT krdf hfN,hr

aYqvfr nUM mYN gurduafry jfNdf hfN ,asIN sfry iml ky kMm krdy hfN। myry pirvfr ivWc pMj jxy hn। mYN rojL afpxy Brf nfl Kyzdf hfN। shfieqf krn leI quhfzf DMnvfd.They use

formulaic expressions to participate in simple transactional exchanges and shared activities, for example, myry nfl afE, afpfN imlky kMm krfNgy।mYN ilKdf hfN, ieh

ieWQy rWKo, QoVHf mYN ilKdf hfN bfkI qusIN ilKo।mYN kWtdf hfN ,qusIN icpkfE। vfh! ieh gWl vDIaf hY। kI qusIN kMipAUtr qy kMm krnf cfhuMdy ho? They use simple questions and
statements to follow instructions, respond to questions, ask for help and permission and seek clarification in everyday classroom routines, for example,

ieh kI hY? mYnUM smJ nhIN afieaf। kI qusIN myrI mWdd krogy? ieWDr afE, dUbfrf kho। DMnvfd ,sfry arfm nfl bYT jfE।skUl kdoN sLurU ho irhf hY? skUl ivWc Kyz -idvs kdoN
hY? When speaking and reading aloud, they use features of Punjabi pronunciation and intonation. Students locate and organise information relating to their
personal, social and natural worlds from different types of texts and present information about home, school and community in simple texts, using visual
support, such as photos, maps or charts. They respond to imaginative texts by acting out key events or interactions and identifying favourite elements, and
create simple imaginative texts, such as dialogues, puppet shows and songs. They use vocabulary related to school, home and the local environment, for
example, cOl, rotI, dfl, Gr, kmrf, drvfjLf, GVI, kursI, myjL ,ikqfbfN ,ividafrQI, pYnisl, borz, pVHfeI,ilKnf, bolxf, pOdf, drWKLq, PuWl ,Gfh,JUlf,motrkfr,rylgWzI,Students

use key grammatical forms and structures, such as verb tenses, nouns and adjectives, gender and number markers and conjunctions, for example, igaf
sI,geI,afAUNgI,afey,lVkf ,LlVkI,Cotf lVkf,CotI lVkI,aqy,jfN,lyikn,iesleI,ikAuNik in simple spoken and written texts. They translate simple texts, such as
captions and songs, identify words and phrases that are difficult to translate, and create simple bilingual texts for the classroom and school community.
Students describe how the way they communicate reflects ways of behaving and thinking. They share their experiences of communicating in Punjabi and
English-speaking contexts and describe how their individual and group sense of identity is expressed in the languages they use.
Students identify and use Punjabi sound and writing patterns, such as under-dot characters and punctuation conventions, for example, sL,KL,gL,jL,PL,lL They

identify levels of compulsion implied in statements such as mYnUM jfxf cfhIdf hY.mYN jfxf hY.mYnUM jfxf pYxf hY। They identify ways that texts differ according to
mode and context and compare Punjabi texts with similar texts in English. They identify similarities and differences between various Punjabi dialects and
explain how age, gender and social position influence language use. Students provide examples of how the Punjabi language has been influenced by and
has influenced other languages. They investigate the use of Punjabi and the nature of Punjabi speakers in the international context. They compare Punjabi
and English language use and cultural practices, identifying culture-specific terms and expressions.
Please note: This Course Overview may change to accommodate students’ prior knowledge and/or combined year levels.

